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ACUTE MYELOID LEUKEMIA

Not only mutations but also tumorigenesis can be substantially
attributed to DNA damage from reactive oxygen species in
RUNX1::RUNX1T1-fusion-positive acute myeloid leukemia
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TO THE EDITOR
Gunnarsson et al. [1] examined fusions in pediatric acute myeloid
leukemia (AML), ascertained their association with COSMIC single-
base substitution signatures (SBS), and identified one enrichment:
SBS18 in RUNX1::RUNX1T1-fusion-positive cases. Having demon-
strated that SBS18 is a substantial source of mutations in
RUNX1::RUNX1T1-fusion-positive AML cases, the authors suggested
that DNA damage caused by reactive oxygen species (ROS)—the
proposed etiology of SBS18—“may be of particular importance in
RUNX1::RUNX1T1-fusion-positive AML” [1]. Indeed, the RUNX1::-
RUNX1T1 fusion disrupts hematopoietic differentiation [2], a
process which also takes regulatory input from ROS [3]. However,
the proportion of mutational burden attributable to a given
mutational process does not necessarily indicate the degree to

which the process drives oncogenesis [4, 5]. To assess the
contribution of SBS18-associated ROS to these AML cases, one
must first quantify the extent to which SBS18-attributable
mutations drive oncogenesis; this quantification can be performed
with metrics such as cancer effect size [4].
To attribute SNVs reported by Gunnarsson et al. [1] to the subset

of COSMIC v3.2 mutational signatures that have been deemed
relevant to AML [6] and that are not associated with prior treatment
(as all samples collected were pediatric and diagnostic), we
executed MutationalPatterns [7] signature extraction 100 times on
resampled trinucleotide mutation profiles and reported mean
values. We found SBS1 (an aging signature), SBS5 (a clock-like
signature also associated with age), and SBS18 (usually attributed to
ROS) to be the most substantial contributors to somatic mutational
burden, largely in agreement with Gunnarsson et al. [1] (Gunnarsson
et al. [1] didn’t identify a contribution from SBS5, perhaps due to
signature bleeding [8]). RUNX1::RUNX1T1-fusion-positive samples
exhibited an elevated SBS18 signature that was stable across
bootstraps (Fig 1A): a significantly higher proportion of mutations in
these samples was attributable to SBS18 than in samples with other

Fig. 1 Bootstrapped mutational signature analysis and SBS18 attributions by fusion genotype. AMean fraction of a sample’s SNVs that are
attributed to a signature (circle size) across 100 bootstraps for each Gunnarsson et al. [1] sample and signature and the fraction of bootstraps in
which the signature was detected (warmer colors: higher fractions). The depicted signatures—SBS1, SBS5, SBS18, and SBS40—account for 87.5%
of the total attribution of SNVs to signatures; no other signature accounts for more than 3% of the attribution. B Proportion (jittered points),
medians (crossbar), 25% and 75% quartiles (column bottoms and tops) of sample SNVs attributed to SBS18 in cancers with RUNX1::RUNX1T1
fusions (yellow), other fusions (mauve), and no fusions (light blue) in the Gunnarsson et al. [1] whole-genome sequence samples.
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fusions or no fusions (P < 0.01 for both comparisons, Mann–Whitney
U test; Fig. 1B).
To assess the contributions of SBS18 and other signatures not

only to mutational burden but also to oncogenesis in each
Gunnarsson sample, we first estimated the cancer effect sizes of
AML somatic variants using a combined dataset of the 20 whole-
genome Gunnarsson samples plus an additional 197 whole-exome
samples from TCGA [9]. The cancer effect size is a measure that
quantifies the evolutionary advantage—namely, increased survival
or proliferation—that is conferred by single-nucleotide variants. The

observation of a somatic variant in tumor sequence data depends
jointly on the baseline rate at which mutations arise in viable cancer
cells and on the magnitude of benefit those mutations confer to
cancer cell proliferation and survival. The baseline mutation rates
were determined per-sample using the regression framework from
dNdScv [10] that estimates gene mutation rates at the cohort level.
Specific rates for each variant were rescaled based on the sample-
specific trinucleotide mutation profile.
We used the cancereffectsizeR package to perform mutation rate

estimation and to calculate the maximum-likelihood cancer effect

Fig. 2 Bar plots and scatter plots of signature weight and cancer effect proportions in acute myeloid leukemias with RUNX1::RUNX1T1
fusions, with other fusions, and with no fusions, in whole-genome sequenced samples from Gunnarsson et al. [1] and a TCGA whole-
exome dataset with its SNVs agglomerated across cases. A Proportional stacked bar plots of signature weights (SW) and cancer effect
weights (CEW) for 20 cases whose cancers were whole-genome sequenced by Gunnarsson et al. [1] labeled by fusion genotype
(RUNX1::RUNX1T1-fusion-positive, yellow box; other fusions, mauve box; and no fusions, light blue box). B Scatter plots of cancer effect weight
versus mutational source weight in the Gunnarsson samples for SBS1 (age-associated cytidine deamination), SBS18 (DNA damage caused by
reactive oxygen species), and SBS5 (an unknown age-associated signature). C Proportional stacked bar plots of signature weights (SW) and
cancer effect weights (CEW) averaged across the Gunnarsson et al. [1] samples. D Proportional stacked bar plots of signature weights (SW) and
cancer effect weights (CEW) for the agglomerated set of SNVs from 197 TCGA cases whose cancers were whole-exome sequenced.
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sizes of all single-nucleotide variants under its default model of
selection [4]. We then attributed proportions of the effect size of each
variant to mutational signatures based on how likely each
corresponding mutagenic process was to have caused that variant
in a viable cancer cell (i.e., in accordance with the trinucleotide
contexts of the variants, the trinucleotide profiles defining each
signature, and the relative presence of each signature in samples
carrying the variants). Computing these attributions for each signature
across all variants, we obtained estimates of the proportion of total
cancer effect attributable to each signature (cancer effect weight) [11].
On a case-by-case basis across the Gunnarsson cohort, muta-

tions attributed to SBS18 consistently contributed to cancer effect
as well as mutational burden (Fig. 2A). Other signatures varied in
this respect: mutations attributed to aging-related cytidine
deamination (SBS1) contributed substantially less to cancer effect
than they did to mutational burden, and mutations attributed to
another age-related process (SBS5) contributed substantially more
(P < 0.001, two-sample Wilcoxon signed-rank test; Fig. 2B). To an
extent that verged on significance, SBS18 contributed more to
oncogenesis than to mutational burden (P= 0.06, two-sample
Wilcoxon signed-rank test). Per tumor, substantially higher
proportions of both mutational signature weights and cancer
effect weights were attributed to SBS18 in RUNX1::RUNX1T1-fusion-
positive cases than other cases (Fig. 2A–B).
To further validate the increased oncogenic effect of SBS18

mutations in RUNX1::RUNX1T1-fusion-positive cases in the Gun-
narsson cohort, we separately analyzed the cancer effect weights
of mutational sources in the TCGA cohort [9]. Because AMLs have
low mutational burdens and whole-exome sequencing reveals few
mutations per case, we performed signature analysis on a cohort-
wide set of mutations derived from all of the RUNX1::RUNX1T1-
fusion-positive cases, all of the cases with other fusions, and all of
the cases with no fusions. Concordant with a parallel analysis of
the Gunnarsson samples (Fig. 2C), the TCGA RUNX1::RUNX1T1
fusion samples demonstrated higher signature weights and
cancer effect weights as a consequence of SBS18 than did cases
with other fusions or cases with no fusions (Fig. 2D). This result
validates our demonstration that in RUNX1::RUNX1T1-fusion-
positive AML cases, ROS-associated processes contribute not only
mutations but also oncogenic effects, supporting further investi-
gation into the prevention of these processes.
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Somatic variant calls from whole-genome-sequenced pediatric AML cases were
acquired from the Gunnarsson group and can be requested from the group via
https://figshare.com/s/5a1ca3f39611c39bfaae. Additional somatic variant data were
acquired from cBioPortal and are publicly available under the identifier aml_tcga_-
pan_can_atlas_2018. All other data and code used in the analyses are available at
https://github.com/Townsend-Lab-Yale/sbs18_aml/.
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